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Black English

The English spoken by African-Americans in the U.S. differs systematically from
“Standard English” (SE). Known as “Black English” (a term which replaces the earlier
“Non-Stanard Negro English”), or as “Black English Vernacular” (to emphasize that
there is considerable linguistic variation within all racial groups in the U.S.) it has a
consistent syntax. Common prejudice has it that black English is necessarily inferior to
white, but this view has no linguistic validity.

Source: Dillard, J. L. (1973/1972). Black English: Its history and usage in the United
States. New York: Vintage Books.

Differences in the Verb System

Verb stems

In BE the stem of many verbs is different from SE:

Not fill, but full: He fullin’ de tank
Not leave, but lef He lef town
Not heat, but hot Told to heat the beans, he ate them!
Not ask, but aks He aks me the way

Optional Past-Tense Marking

In all languages verbs can be marked for either tense or aspect. Tense expresses
distinctions of the position in time or duration of the action or state that the verb
denotes: most familiarly, past, present, or future. Aspect expresses distinctions
concerning the nature of the action that the verb denotes as to its beginning, duration,
completion or repetition, without reference to its position in time.

In Standard English, marking of verb tense is obligatory, while marking of verb aspect
is optional.

In Black English, the reverse is true: marking of tense is optional, marking of aspect is
obligatory. Action in the past may be represented by the base form of the verb.

SE: I fed the cat and washed the dishes and swept the floor.

In BE the following may be either present or past tense:

I feed the cat and wash the dishes and sweep the floor.

When tense marking does occur, it is non-redundant. In SE every verb in a sequence
must be marked as either present or past; in BE only one of the verbs need be marked
(though more than one may be). So an alternative acceptable past-tense form would be:
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 I fed the cat and wash the dishes and sweep the floor

It is assumed, reasonably, that past-tense marking on one of the verbs is sufficient.

The number of verbs marked is free:

The boy carried the dog dish in the house and put some food in it and bring it out and
called his dog...

Or the past occurrence of these events may be marked by non-verb lexical items:

Yesterday, I feed the cat and wash the dishes and sweep the floor.

So ...he go yesterday... is grammatical.

Obligatory Aspect Marking

There is no use of the forms of the verb be in the present tense as a copula or ‘linking’
verb:

They real fine

If you interested

Instead the verb be is used to marks aspect as habitual or continuous, but without
changing its grammatical form:

He be goin’ marks aspect as continuous

So that absense of be indicates discontinuous or XX

He goin’ (may be either present or past event)

So in SE we have:

He be waitin’ for me every night when I come home

And: He waitin’ for me right now

But not: *He be waitn’ for me right now

or: *He waitn’ for me every night

Compare the insult:

He workin’ when de boss come in (He works just/only when the boss comes in)

with the complement:
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He be workin’ when de boss come in (He’s typically working when the boss comes in)

Or:

You makin’ sense, but you don’t be makin’ sense!

(You make sense right now, but generally you don’t make sense)

One piece of evidence for this distinction is the fact that these two forms are negated
differently:

He goin’ -> He ain’t goin’
*He don’ goin’

He be goin’ -> He don’ be goin’
*He ain’ be goin’

Auxiliary Verb Forms

BE does not use auxiliary have/has (unless borrowing them from SE to sound more
acceptable). Instead, been and done serve something close to the  perfective function of
have in SE (expressing an action as complete or implying the notion of completion,
conclusion, or result):

I done go immediate present
I done went immediate perfective in past time
I done gone quasi-adjectival structure
I been done gone
I done been gone

And is can be used for this function too:

The frogs is all died

Is is also used in question forms:

SE BE
Have you seen him? Is you see(n) him?
Have they gone there? Is they gone there?

And is also serves to provide emphasis:

BE emphatic: I is seen him.

The auxiliary do is often found with double negatives at the beginning of a sentence:

Won’t nobody do nothing about that.
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Other Syntactic Differences

Invariant Pronoun Forms

The origins of Black English are unclear. One account is that its origins lie in a creole
English used by the first African Americans in America.

A pidgin is a language with no native speakers, formed as a means of communication
between people with different languages, drawing features from both but dispensing
with strange or difficult features.
A creole is a pidgin that has become the native language of its speakers.

Pidgin and creole languages typically don’t differentiate between masculine and
feminine in their pronoun systems. Some of this can be found in BE:

He a nice little girl

I don’t know her name (referring to a male)

There is also invariant pronoun form in possessives:

me instead of my
he, him his
she her

me book
she laundry

And the undifferentiated pronoun may serve as a subject form:

Me help you?
Him paintin’ wif a spoon

Non-Redundant Pluralization

The noun is unmarked when plurality is otherwise indicated:

So many million dollar
Forty year

but:
The dollars
Third Person Singular

We find absence of the –s affix for what appear to be third-person singular indicative
verb forms, arguably because there is no true present tense in BE:

John run
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Actually, two BE categories have the surface form John run. This can be seen from the
fact that they are negated in different ways:

John don’ run

John ain’ run

And they form questions differently.

Clause Structure

In SE, the clause Can he go? becomes an embedded clause thus:

I don’t know whether he can go

In BE, it becomes:

I don’ know can he go

Derivational Processes

SE has ways of deriving a noun from a verb:

inherit  -> inheritance
describe -> description

And an adjective from a noun:

description -> descriptive

In BE these processes work differently:

They ain’t no one to ‘heritance ‘em
... for understandment...

Conjunctions

In the past it was sometimes suggested that BE  connects clauses only with and, and that
as a result supports only limited forms of logical reasoning. This is incorrect;
conjunctions other than and exist:

For example, time functions not as by the time that, but like the SE conjunction when:

Time we get there they be gone
I made you a livin’, girl, time I was free
Time she said it he jumped up from the table

Either X or Y (SE) becomes X or either Y (BE)

I can go swimming or either cut yards
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Neither X nor Y (SE) becomes (It ain’) X neither Y (BE)

Relative Connectors

BE often uses what where SE uses who:

There was a man what aksed...
We what been on the place...

Prepositions

Prepositions in BE are distributed differently:

SE BE
out of out Put the cat out the house
over at or to over Over Granma’s house
at Ø(null)

Deictics

BE uses here go and there go in a way similar to the French formsvoici and voila:

Here go a table (Here is a table)
There go a bus (There is a table)
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Phonological Differences

[From Dillard (1973/1972)]
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